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Abstract: 

A conceptual look at the distinction between expressed and measured interests is undertaken. Instead of 

denoting two different aspects of ―vocational interests,‖ expressed and measured interests refer to distinct 

psychological constructs. Expressed interests are specific intentions and measured interests are what people 

conventionally mean by ―vocational interests.‖ Using research on how intentions and attitudes predict behavior, 

I suggest an explanation for why expressed interests have and will always better predict career choice. This 

analysis concludes that the terms ―expressed‖ and ―measured‖ should be reconsidered— using parallel terms for 

different concepts obscures important differences and can create 

unproductive problems.  
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Article: 

Vocational psychologists have distinguished between ―expressed‖ and ―measured‖ interests for quite some time 

(e.g., Darley & Hagenah, 1955; Dolliver, 1969) and continue to find the distinction worthwhile (Crites, 1999; 

Spokane & Decker, 1999). Expressed interests are often defined as responses to direct questions such as ―Which 

occupation do you intend to enter when you leave school?‖ (Crites, 1999, p. 164)—they are essentially 

idiosyncratic, nonscaled, and idiographic responses. Measured interests, in contrast, are represented by 

responses to a comprehensive interest inventory; they are occasionally called ―inventoried interests.‖ Such 

responses are thus normative, scaled, and nomothetic with regard to the scores of other respondents (Lamiell, 

1987). 

 

Yet there has also always been some uneasiness concerning how expressed and measured interests relate to 

actual vocational choice—their predictive abilities are surprising. Simple expressed interests eclipse complex 

interest inventories when predicting the careers that people eventually select (Dolliver, 1969; Spokane 

&Decker, 1999). Perhaps more vexing, the two constructs do not always agree within the person. Expressed 

interests are usually incongruent with inventory scores; sometimes the congruence rate is as low as 30% 

(Borgen & Seling, 1978). This state of affairs is understandably troubling. Years of effort go into creating 

interest inventories—one would naturally hope that highly sophisticated measurement tools would work better 

than single-item measures. 

 

I do not review the research findings here; Spokane and Decker (1999) provide a comprehensive and 

contemporary review. Instead, I tease apart the various meaningsand models of the expressed/measured 

distinction. Aconceptual analysis that relates this research to broader psychological ideas is needed. Without a 

theoretical understanding of expressed and measured interests, it is hard to explain the surprising findings or 

even to know why we ought to be surprised. As Spokane and Decker (1999) argue, 

 
[A] problem lies in our failure to relate constructs such as expressed and measured interests, which derive from increasingly 

sophisticated measurement techniques, to theories and models of social and cognitive psychology. The result is that although we can 
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observe what happens when expressed and measured interests disagree, we cannot explain why the resulting behavior should be the 

case. Thus we have measurement procedures for which no theoretical explanations exist (p. 228). 

 

In the spirit of this charge, I will redefine and ultimately dissolve the expressed/ measured distinction using 

social-psychological research on predicting behavior from attitudes and intentions. 

 

First, however, we need to appraise prior conceptualizations. Past writings typically construe the two interests 

as resting on different points of a continuum, such as one ranging from directly to unobtrusively measured or 

another ranging from conceptually to criterion-based (Spokane &Decker, 1999). After examining these views, I 

propose that ―expressed‖ and ―measured‖ interests refer to quite different constructs—expressed interests are 

specific vocational intentions and measured interests are vocational interests. Their different predictive power 

reflects psychometric principles regarding abstract predictors and single-act criteria. 

 

EXPRESSED AND MEASURED INTERESTS REFLECT THE SAME LATENT CONSTRUCT 

Expressed and measured interests clearly differ in some way, but what exactly differs? Several descriptive 

models have been suggested. The most basic categorization that underlies them is whether (a) expressed and 

measured interests are said to reflect a single latent construct or (b) expressed and measured interests are said to 

reflect conceptually distinct constructs. Variants of Model A are considered first; I then argue for the utility of 

Model B. 

 

There are many ways in which two concepts can be said to constitute a more general concept (Griffiths, 1997; 

Sterelny &Griffiths, 1999). The top panel of Fig. 1 shows one way in which vocational interests—the general 

concept—could be comprised by expressed and measured interests. In this model, expressed and measured 

interests are ―conceptually equal,‖ which only means that they exist at the same level of generality. As two 

equal aspects of vocational interests, neither could be said to be more prototypical or central to the 

conceptualization of vocational interests. Several taxonomic justifications for splitting expressed and measured 

 

 



interests can be proposed. The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1 show two suggestions raised by Spokane and 

Decker (1999). In the middle panel, both reflect vocational interests but differ in the directness of their 

measurement. In the bottom panel, expressed and measured interests differ in the use of a measurement 

criterion. 

 

Conceptually Equal Models 

Direct versus indirect measurement. One model of the expressed–measured distinction proposes that they differ 

in terms of how they were measured (Spokane & Decker, 1999). While both reflect the same underlying 

construct of ―vocational interest,‖ an expressed interest is directly measured, whereas a measured interest is 

indirectly measured (see Fig. 1, middle panel). Indirect (or unobtrusive) measurement assesses some property in 

a manner that minimally impinges on the phenomenon‘s natural structure or process (Campbell, 1950). It is 

generally conceived as a continuum, ranging from entirely unobtrusive (such as covert observational research or 

certain archival methodologies) to cases in which the research participant realizes the nature and logic of the 

measure. 

 

Expressed interests are certainly measured more directly than measured interests—you cannot be more obvious 

than baldly asking someone, ―What career do you intend to pursue?‖ But measured interests are also very direct 

because unobtrusiveness implicates and derives from the entire measurement context, not simply from the 

specific items to which the person responds. Consider a person actively seeking vocational counseling who 

requests or agrees to take an inventory described as giving insight into her vocational preferences. I would be 

surprised if she failed to connect the specific items with the inventory‘s explicit aim of assessing vocational 

preferences. The items themselves might be more elliptical, but the measure‘s broader purpose is transparent. 

Measured interests can only be truly indirect if the counselor were to deceive the client concerning the 

inventory‘s true purpose. Using interest inventories in different contexts—such as a counseling versus a 

research context—would thus change the directness of the items. Typical research on nonclient populations is 

probably more indirect. 

 

But this is a technical point that is ultimately moot. The primary limitation of the directlindirect model is that it 

does not explain our datum—why the interests differentially predict job choice. It cannot in principle explain 

this because the type of measurement has no necessary relation to a predictor‘s ability to account for statistical 

variance. Stated differently, neither direct nor indirect assessment will be more predictive or less biased. For 

example, indirect measures of racism are often more predictive of racist action than direct questionnaires of 

racial attitudes (Biernat & Crandall,1999). Yet in other cases the direct measure is more predictive, such as 

when self-reported personality traits better predict behavior than indirectly measured expressive activity 

(Allport, 1961). 

 

In sum, expressed and measured interests differ in the directness of common measurement techniques (Spokane 

&Decker, 1999), although the absolute level of unobtrusiveness is never very high. Yet this distinction does not 

explain what we want to explain because measurement methods do not necessarily relate to predictive power. 

 

Criterion-based versus non-criterion-based measurement. A second model of the expressed–measured 

distinction proposed by Spokane and Decker (1999) is whether the measurement process involves a criterion 

(see Fig. 1, bottom panel): 

 
―Stated simply, the term measured interests refers to the empirically keyed scores generated by a reliable and valid criterion-based 

inventory as compared with expressed interests, which refer to non-criterion-based inquiries such as direct questions‖ (p. 214). 

 

This distinction is said to overlay the direct/indirect distinction discussed above: criterion-based inventories 

employ indirect measurement, whereas non-criterionbased measures employ direct measurement. 

 

A problem with this approach is its restrictive view of criterion-based measurement. It clearly refers to 

normative measurement, which is the dominant assessment paradigm in individual-differences research 



(Lamiell, 1987). In this method, the responses of one person are compared against a distribution of responses 

provided by other people. The distribution of others thus serves as the criterion for making determinations about 

the target response. So if we want to know if someone is neurotic, we simply have him or her fill out a scale and 

then locate his or her response within the population distribution of neuroticism. As the scale value increases, 

we are more likely to assert that he or she is neurotic. This same measurement logic underlies many interest 

inventories. 

 

But there are two other measurement criteria that could be used. The first is ipsative measurement, in which a 

person‘s past responses serve as the criterion for making determinations of present behavior (Lamiell, 1987). 

Expressed interests could be assessed several times; a present expressed interest could then be gauged against 

the distribution ofpast responses. The second alternative is idiothetic (also known as interactive) measurement 

(Lamiell, 1981, 1987). This involves comparing aperson against his or her idiosyncratic range of values. One 

might, for example, directly ask someone to what extent he or she intends to pursue a certain career and then 

ask about the strength of his or her intention relative to how strong or weak his or her intention could be. 

 

Ipsative and idiothetic measurement strategies are probably less useful for vocational assessment compared to 

the normative strategy. In fact, one basic purpose of many interest inventories is to provide a person with some 

sort of distributional, extrapersonal information, such as how his or her preferences align with those of persons 

in different occupations. The point is that expressed interests are also criterion-based judgments—they simply 

have intraindividual criteria. So this is not the thing that differentiates expressed and measured interests. One 

could, of course, simply amend the statement quoted earlier to note that measured interests have normative 

criteria and expressed interests do not. Yet this would not avoid the criticism because it is not inherent in the 

nature of an interest inventory to use normative measurement. Indeed, vocational card sort inventories rely on 

ipsative and idiographic measurement and could be said to constitute a form of interest inventory, although this 

is controversial (Goldman, 1995; Hartung, 1999; Slaney & Croteau, 1995). 

 

Given the independent problems of the criterion/no-criterion distinction and the direct/indirect distinction, it 

should be no surprise that they overlay poorly. Stated briefly, there is no contingent relation between how a 

variable is measured (directly or unobtrusively) and whether the data are analyzed in a normative, ipsative, or 
idiothetic way. A researcher could measure an emotion directly (questionnaire) or indirectly (covert observation 

of facial expressions) and then analyze the data relative to the emotions of others (normative), the person‘s own 

past experiences (ipsative), or the person‘s range of maximal and minimal emotionality (idiothetic). These are 

independent judgments that the researcher must make depending on the problem being studied. It is 

unproductive to identify indirectly measured variables with normative-criterion-based statistical procedures; the 

two dimensions are distinct. 

 

So the criterion/no-criterion distinction appears to be conceptually problematic. And, ultimately, it does not 

explain why expressed interests better predict career choice. Why should the presence or absence of a 

normative criterion have such dramatic effects? Why should the measurement type have any relation to 

predictive power? 

 

Conceptually Unequal Models 

One could also argue that expressed and measured interests reflect ―vocational interests‖ but they are 

conceptually unequal—one concept is superordinate to the other in some conceptual scheme. The top panel of 

Fig. 2 shows the basic structure of such a claim. Both expressed and measured interests are aspects of 
vocational interests, but expressed interests are taxonomically subordinate to measured interests. Yet despite 

their hierarchical positions, both can properly be said to reflect ―vocational interests.‖ The bottom panel of Fig. 

2 fleshes this out with other concepts. (I should note that the actual concepts and structure are used very loosely 

for illustration purposes and are not an empirical or conceptual claim.) 

 

I am unaware of past conceptualizations of expressed and measured interests that use this conceptual structure. 

One could easily construct one, however, perhaps by arguing that vocational interests are partially composed of 



preferences (measured interests), which are themselves partially composed of intentions (expressed interests). 

To argue against this approach, one must show that expressed and measured interests are sufficiently different 

in their origins and consequences. 

 

 
Such evidence would suggest that they should be reorganized into a different taxonomic relationship (Sterelny 

& Griffiths, 1999). This is the task of the following section. 

 

EXPRESSED AND MEASURED INTERESTS REFLECT DIFFERENT CONCEPTS 

Arguing that expressed and measured interests are conceptually distinct constructs requires us to entertain 

alternative names for the terms. Sometimes enduring problems are so recalcitrant because the meanings 

surrounding the terminology channel thinking in particular directions. For ―measured interests‖ we‘ll substitute 

―vocational interests.‖ This is not terribly controversial—measured interests are usually operationally and 

conceptually defined as responses to vocational interest inventories (e.g., Crites,1999; Spokane &Decker,1999). 

For ―expressed interests‖ we substitute ―vocational intentions.‖ This might seem more controversial, but if an 

expressed interest is measured with the question, ―What career do you intend to pursue?‖ (Crites, 1999)—the 

same wording used by intention researchers (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980)—then the ―vocational intention‖ label 

seems reasonable. 

 

I suggest conceiving of expressed and measured interests within the framework shown in Fig. 3. In the other 

figures, expressed and measured interests were both aspects of the superordinate ―vocational interests‖ concept. 

Figure 3 relates vocational intentions (expressed interests) horizontally with vocational interests (measured 

interests). In this framework, expressed and measured interests influence each other, but they cannot both be 

said to be aspects of―vocational interests.‖ Expressed interests are seen as conceptually distinct. Justifying this 

argument requires alook at how intentions and general preferences relate. 

 

Psychologists who study attitudes have distinguished between intentions and attitudes for quite some time. 

Attitudes are seen as affective responses related to an object or activity (Heider, 1958)—they involve positive or 

negative feelings and are sometimes equated with preferences. Intentions, in contrast, refer to choices and 

decisions related to anticipated activities (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). 



 
 

Attitudes can influence intentions, such as when liking something leads one to intend to do it. Intentions can 

also influence attitudes, such as when intending to do a counterattitudinal action leads to attitude change 

(Wicklund &Brehm, 1976). 

 

Empirical research also supports a distinction between attitudes and intentions. Indeed, there is a vast literature 

in social psychology on how attitudes and intentions relate to activity. The theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & 

Fishbein, 1977, 1980), while inadequate as a broad theory of action (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993), works well as a 

theory of how intentions and attitudes relate to decision making. This theory argues that a behavior (such as a 

career choice) involves three components. The first is an attitude, which has no direct influence on activity. 

Instead, attitudes indirectly influence activity by affecting intentions, the second concept. Intentions are simply 

what the person plans to do. Subjective norms—beliefs about what others think one ought to do—form the third 

component. Like attitudes, norms only influence activity indirectly through their effects on intentions. 

 

An important assumption of this theory, then, is that attitudes are only one of several predictors of career 

choice. Simply liking a certain career option does not guarantee consonant behavior. Subjective normative 

factors—parental expectations, occupational prestige, and cohort and cultural influences—also play a large role 

in forming intentions. A second key implication is that vocational interests and intentions are causally linked yet 

conceptually distinct. In the original expressed measured terminology it would be awkward to discuss how one 

measure of an interest causally influences another measure of the same interest. Yet it is perfectly sensible to 

discuss how general attitudes influence the formation of specific action intentions. After all, we should expect a 

person‘s vocational preferences to impact the professed intent to pursue a given occupation (see Lent et al., 

1994). And finally, the intentions are where the action is. Attitudes are significant only inasmuch as they can 

influence intention formation. 

 

This conception of expressed and measured interests assumes that vocational interests can be equated with 

attitudes and preferences. As noted above, many theorists take this position (Crites, 1999; Evans, 1971; Lent et 

al., 1994), although there are some good reasons for questioning whether vocational interests can be equated 

strictly with attitudes and preferences (Savickas, 1999; Silvia, in press). We can adopt a weaker form, however, 

without undermining the above analysis. So long as some sort of attitude or preference is a major component of 

vocational interests, we can reasonably apply an analysis of career choice in terms of attitudes and intentions. 

 

Attitudes, Intentions, and Prediction 

In the old expressedlmeasured framework, we had to grapple with why two measures of the same thing showed 

disparate predictions. In the new framework, shown in Fig. 3, this problem dissolves. A literature that emerged 

from the theory of reasoned action involves the concept of―predictor–criterion congruity.‖ A single behavior—

such as choosing a career—is a concrete, specific event. Attitudes, in 

contrast, can vary in specificity. People can have global, general attitudes toward work in general, more specific 

attitudes toward broad categories of vocations, and ultimately specific attitudes toward highly specific careers. 

This is significant because correlations are higher when both variables correspond in their levels of specificity: 

Global attitudes better predict global aggregates of behavior, whereas specific attitudes better predict concrete, 



single-instance behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen,1974). If the attitude is general but the behavior is specific, then the 

attitude will poorly predict the behavior. So if we want to predict reactions to a single insult from global 

attitudes toward forgiveness, for example, we would expect low correlations simply because of the disjunction 

in measurement specificity—and indeed, this is what research finds (McCullough &Worthington, 1999). 

 

Consider the situation posed by vocational interests and intentions. A ―measured interest‖ is a very broad, 

global measure of vocational preferences representing an aggregate of many items. Career choice is a concrete 

single-instance behavior. Expressed interests are also very specific; in fact, so specific as to refer directly to the 

behavior. The theory of reasoned action would predict, given this pattern, that ―expressed interests‖ will 

always—literally always—better predict career choice simply because of the correspondence in measurement. 

The theory also makes an additional, converse prediction: ―Measured interests‖ should better predict equally 

broad variables (like the Big 5 factors) simply because ―measured interests‖ are equally broad. The nature of 

predictor-criterion specificity, which has been elevated to the status of a measurement principle, is a ―basic fact 

of psychometric life‖ (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). 

 

So What Does it All Mean? 

When a scientific problem has proved recalcitrant for decades, new ways of approaching the problem are 

needed. I have suggested that research on attitudes and intentions can inform the problem of why expressed and 

measured interests differentially predict career choice. The theory of reasoned action suggests two related 

resolutions. The first is to recognize the ugly truth regarding attitudes and behavior—attitudes, interests, and 

preferences are only a few of many contributors to decision making and enactment. We should not expect too 

much from vocational interests; there are also intentions, social norms, and many other social, cultural, and 

institutional constraints. By redefining ―expressed interests‖ as vocational intentions, we can include both 

measured and expressed interests into the same predictive model instead of pitting them against each other. We 

can thus develop multivariate, constructive models using both measures. This implies an area of needed 

research on how vocational interests influence the development of specific vocational intentions and vice versa. 

The social-cognitive model proposed by Lent and colleagues (1994) has already taken fruitful steps in this 

direction. Such questions do not emerge from the old approach. 

 

The second, and related, solution to the problem is to recognize the long-known measurement principles 

governing the links between predictors and criteria. This resolution suggests that people are asking too much of 

their interest inventories. It is inconceivable that expressed interests would ever fail to predict career choice 

better than measured interests. Anything else would violate decades of research on how specific and abstract 

variables can relate statistically. Even if people are skeptical of the reformulation in terms of ―vocational 

interests‖ and ―vocational intentions,‖ this measurement point should be acknowledged nonetheless. 

 

Throughout this analysis, I have taken expressed interests to mean vocational intentions. This was based on 

frequent usages of the term in the literature (see Spokane &Decker, 1999), such as Crites‘s (1999) observation 

that ―the typical question used to elicit an expressed interest is, ‗Which occupation do you intend to enter when 

you leave school?‘‖ (p. 164). As a result, my perspective is most effective when applied to studies and theories 

that have used intention-based conceptions of expressed interests. Other definitions of an expressed interest are 

less subject to my criticisms. Super and Crites (1962), for example, propose that interest can be reflected in four 

different measurement methods. They define expressed interest as a ―verbal profession of interest in an object, 

activity, task, or occupation‖ (p. 378). This broad category includes idiosyncratic statements of preferences, 

expectations, and fantasies as well as traditional self-report scales of preferences. An expressed interest, in their 

view, need not be an intention statement or even an idiographic response. Inventoried interest differs subtly; it 

involves verbal professions that are ―summed to produce scaled scores on standardized profiles that depict an 

individual‘s vocational interests in reference to some normative group‖ (Crites,1999). Tested interest refers to 

the measurement of skills and knowledge relevant to an interest. Manifest interest involves actual participation 

in an interest domain. 

 



I suspect that much confusion could have been averted if researchers had applied these labels more rigorously. 

For instance, intention measures of ―expressed interest‖ seem to fall into Super and Crites‘s ―expressed‖ 

category, whereas a current college major measure of ―expressed interest‖ would fit better under the ―manifest‖ 

category. Using these category labels would not explain why the measures show different effects, but it would 

have helped specify discussion on the topic. Furthermore, their notion of ―expressed interest‖ is so general and 

heterogeneous that it seems unlikely that people would have sought to compare them against inventoried 

interests. 

 

The continued use of Super and Crites‘s definition of ―expressed interest‖ seems reasonable, so long as 

intentions are detached from interests. As discussed above, an intention is determined by so many extrainterest 

factors and constraints that it seems productive to consider it a related, yet conceptually distinct, psychological 

construct. Separating intentions and interests also enables us to look at how they interact and collectively 

influence vocational choice. It would be awkward, by contrast, to ask about independent and interactive effects 

of two different measures of the same concept. This scenario highlights the need for future thought devoted to 

standardized terms for vocational concepts. I would recommend ―vocational intention‖ to refer to what many 

people (Super and Crites aside) have meant by ―expressed interest‖; I would use ―vocational interest‖ to cover 

what most people mean by ―measured interest‖ and what Super and Crites mean by ―expressed interest‖ and 

―inventoried interest. ‖
1
 

 

CONCLUSION 

Vocational psychologists have been grappling with the problem of expressed and measured interests for quite 

some time. Such long-standing conflicts usually indicate a need for new conceptual perspectives. Based on 

attitude–behavior research, I have suggested that the old distinction between ―expressed‖ and ―measured‖ in-

terests should be reconsidered. The terms refer to important constructs but obscure their important conceptual 

differences (see Fig. 3). I have proposed that expressed interests are not actually interests—they are ―vocational 

intentions,‖ or what career one intends to pursue. Measured interests are simply what is meant by the term 

―vocational interest.‖ Intersecting this conception with social-psychological research on intentions, attitudes, 

and action sheds new light on why expressed interests are better predictors of career choice, although it remains 

for future work to assess the usefulness of this new perspective. 
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